APTITUDE TEST - Spring Semester 2019

BA LET English
(Bachelor of Arts In English Major or Minor)

Required English language test for new students

Please note that BA S1 students are not required to take this test.

Time & Date: Friday, Feb 15th from 14:00-15:30

Location: Language Centre, Rue de Rome 1 – MIS10 Room 3.16

The Aptitude Test for new students is administered by the Language Centre. It is a paper and pencil test. (It is not available online.)

The test is 90 minutes. There is no special preparation and there is no need to register: just turn up. The aim of the test is to make sure that students can process English well enough to profit from the literature and linguistics courses given in English by the English Department.

Please note that nobody can be exempted from this test on the grounds that they have passed other English language tests or qualifications. Students who are unclear about whether they should take this test should speak to Mrs Marie-Pierre Meyer-Stephens at the Département de langues et littératures Domaine Anglais.

Please bring your student identification card.

Frances Cook, EFL, University Language Centre